Abstract-Recently, sound recognition has been used to identify sounds, such as car and river. However, sounds have nuances that may be better described by adjective-noun pairs such as slow car, and verb-noun pairs such as flying insects, which are under explored. Therefore, in this work we investigate the relation between audio content and both adjective-noun pairs and verb-noun pairs. Due to the lack of datasets with these kinds of annotations, we collected and processed the AudioPairBank corpus consisting of a combined total of 1,123 pairs and over 33,000 audio files. One contribution is the previously unavailable documentation of the challenges and implications of collecting audio recordings with these type of labels. A second contribution is to show the degree of correlation between the audio content and the labels through sound recognition experiments, which yielded results of 70% accuracy, hence also providing a performance benchmark. The results and study in this paper encourage further exploration of the nuances in audio and are meant to complement similar research performed on images and text in multimedia analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
S OUNDS, also called acoustic concepts, are essential to how humans perceive and interact with the world. Sounds are captured in recordings, mainly on videos and the acoustic information captured is exploited in a number of applications. The dominant application is multimedia video content analysis, where audio is combined with images and text [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] to index, search and retrieve videos. Another application is Human-Computer interaction robotics [5] , [6] where humans and specially visually impaired and blind computer users [7] complement speech with sounds (e.g. laughing, clapping) as non-verbal communication. Recently, a growing application is in smart homes where sounds such as water tap running are detected [8] and cities [9] , [10] , [11] , where sounds are investigated to detect acoustic pollution. All of these applications rely on automatic recognition of audio concepts to identify the occurrence of sounds within recordings.
Sound recognition research in the past few years has been furthered by competitions and standard datasets. From 2010 to 2015, the TRECVID-MED competition evaluated multimedia event detection on videos by analyzing sounds, images and text [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Moreover, the DCASE competitions in 2013 [12] and 2016 [8] evaluated scenes and sounds recognition in audio-only recordings. Additionally, the most popular standard datasets have allowed sound recognition to be tested in different contexts. For example, environmental sounds in the 2015's ESC-50 [13] , urban sounds in the 2014's US8K [14] and more recently YouTube videos in the 2017's AudioSet [15] and DCASE 2017 [16] . The approaches derived from research in these datasets have shown how well we can identify acoustic content corresponding to a label.
Labels in these datasets define sounds, but rarely describe nuances of sounds. Authors in [17] , [18] showed that audio is associated to a subjective meaning. For instance, in the DCASE dataset [12] there were two particular labels: quiet street and busy street. Sound recognition results and confusion matrices across papers [12] , [8] evidenced how although both labels defined audio from streets, the qualifier implied differences in the acoustic content. These kind of nuances can be described with different lexical combinations and two types that have been suggested in the literature are Adjective-Noun Pairs (ANPs) and Verb-Noun Pairs (VNPS).
Adjective-Noun Pairs can elicit a subjective meaning of the audio to the listener, defined by an adjective that shapes the natural and social environment [19] . Moreover, the subjectivity can cover other areas such as affective dimensions as explored by the authors of [18] where they collected the International Affective Digitized Sounds (IADS) dataset consisting of 111 sounds without enforcing a subjective word in the label. The sounds were presented to participants who had to categorize them into one of five classes: happiness, anger, sadness, fear, and disgust. Results showed how participants have consistent trends categorizing these sounds, suggesting a relationship between adjectives and audio content.
Verb-Noun Pairs can describe interactions between one or several objects and the material the objects are made of [20] , [21] , [22] . For example, the interaction of objects and surfaces was explored in [23] , where authors collected sounds corresponding to the action of drumsticks hitting and also scratching on different surfaces such as glass, wood and metal. Results suggested acoustic differences depending on the combination of the action, defined by a verb, and the surface, defined by a noun (e.g. scratching wood and scratching metal).
Investigation of adjectives and verbs has been successfully approached in other fields. In computer vision, Borth et al [24] introduced the VisualSentiBank to perform sentiment analysis of images [25] based on Adjective Noun Pairs. In video analysis, actions described by verbs have been widely explored as described in these surveys [26] , [27] . In text and language processing, authors in [28] introduced SentiWordnet to perform opinion mining using adjectives. In the music domain, acoustic characteristics and lyrics have been combined to detect sentiment in [29] . Therefore, similar exploration on audio concepts will reveal to what extent we can automatically identify this information and how it could be combined for analysis of subjectivity in multimedia content. [30] , [31] .
In this work we investigated for the first time the relation between audio content and both adjective-noun pair and verbnoun pair labels. The consistency between these type of pairsbased labels and audio can help to analyze sentiment, affect and opinion mining in audio as well as to complement similar pairs in other modalities such as images. Due to the lack of datasets with these types of annotations for audio, we collected, processed and released AudioPairBank. This is a large-scale corpus consists of 1,123 pairs-761 ANPs and 362 VNPs and over 33,000 audio files and its based on the collaborative repository called freesounds.org. For this contribution we documented the challenges and implications of collecting audio recordings with these labels. These guidelines were not previously available in the literature and now serve as a direction for researchers to further annotate or refine our annotations. Another contribution is to show the degree of correlation between the audio content and the labels through sound recognition experiments and hence also providing a performance benchmark. Performance was better than random (less than 1%) and around 70% accuracy, considering the subjective nature of our labels.
II. COLLECTING AND PROCESSING THE AUDIOPAIRBANK
We start by describing the steps for collecting and processing the corpus, which is illustrated in Figure 1 . In Section II-A, we define the list of adjective-noun and verb-noun pairs based on existing ontologies. Then, in Section II-B we use these labels as queries to download audio recordings from an on line repository. Finally, we refine the dataset to reduce biases, outliers and implausible pairs in SectionII-C to output the finalized AudioPairBank. The detailed process of each step can be seen in [32] .
A. Selecting ANPs and VNPs based on ontologies
We looked into existing ontologies containing adjectives, nouns and verbs to collect a list of 10,829 pairs for adjectivenouns and 9,996 pairs for verb-nouns. An ontology by Davies [33] defined three audio semantic levels: sound sources, sound modifiers and soundscape modifiers based on a research where participants were asked to describe sounds based on nouns, verbs and adjectives. Additionally, Axelsson [34] suggested a list of adjectives to describe the feeling that sounds produce to individuals. Another pair of ontologies introduced by Schafer in [21] and Gygi [22] are based on soundscapes and environmental sounds, where sounds were labeled by their generating source using verbs, such as Baby crying and Cat meowing. Lastly, we considered the Visual Sentiment Ontology (VSO) presented in [24] , which is a collection of ANPs based on 24 emotions defined in Plutchiks Wheel of Emotions.
After an inspection of the final list of pairs we noticed lexical variations that were grouped. One example are comparatives and superlatives such as faster and fastest, which were grouped together as fast. Another example are synonyms such as car, auto, automobile, which were grouped together as car. Another example are plural forms such as dogs or cars, which were grouped into their singular forms. This process implied assumptions in the audio content which may not hold true. For instance, the sound of one car is acoustically different from the sound of multiple cars. Nevertheless, grouping helped to reduce the impact of having multiple "repeated" pairs which could result in major acoustic ambiguities and low sound recognition performance.
B. Downloading ANPs and VNPs from the web
The list of adjective-noun and verb-noun pairs from the previous section was used to query and download audio recordings from freesound.org. The website has the largest audio-only archive of sounds with around 230,000 recordings, which allowed us to collect audio in a large-scale. Moreover, the website has been successfully employed before to create popular datasets (ESC-50, Freefield,UrbanSounds) [13] , [35] , [14] . Other websites such as soundcloud.com and findsounds.com were considered, but not employed because they either contained mainly music or had less sound recordings in their archives.
The freesound.org website is a collaborative repository of audio where users upload recordings and write tags to describe their content. This folksonomy-like structure of repository has the benefit of reflecting the popular and long-tailed combinations of tags. In this manner we can observe what are the socially-relevant adjectives, verbs and nouns.
The tags of a given recording are combined to create weak labels of adjective-noun pairs and verb-noun pairs. The weak labels happen because users upload audio recordings and provide tags based on what they consider relevant. However, tags do not follow a particular order, may describe only a portion of the content and are not accompanied with the timestamp of the sound-tag occurrence. Moreover, the order of the tags could change the meaning, such as a verb could be intended to rather be an adjective. The intent of the user is unknown, but its exploration is necessary for large-scale collection and analysis. Also, we expect the machine learning algorithms to help us determine the degree of relation between such pairs and their corresponding sounds.
C. Refining the downloaded ANPs and VNPs
The downloaded audio recordings along with their labels revealed several characteristics discussed in this section. Therefore, we refined the corpus with the goal of increasing the quality and diversity of audio concept pairs. The process is illustrated in Figure 2 . A manual revision has been employed by other authors [24] , [15] to improve their automatically collected datasets. a) Minimum sampling rate: The chosen rate was 16 kHz and files with a lower rate were discarded. The value was selected because lower rates restrict the amount of frequency information and because 95% of the files were above 16kHz and mainly 44.1kHz.
b) Contain special words: We removed pairs tagged with words that implied unwanted content. For example, loop, loops or looping contained sounds which repeated over and over again. The repetition or periodicity was artificial and could mislead the sound recognition systems. Another example were pairs with words such as sound, audio or effect because they did not add meaning. A third example were pairs with the word processed because the audio files commonly contained music or overlapped music throughout the recording. We also removed pairs with redundancy of terms such as noisy noise or natural nature. Another discarded pattern happened with terms related to music genre such as heavy metal and classic rap or types such as waving techno and ringing music. Nevertheless, we kept some pairs related to music such as happy music, sad music or dramatic guitar. Another pattern happened with sound packs, which consisted of groups of audio files, with exactly the same tags and uploaded by the same user. However, not all audio content from every file was related to the tags. Because these bundles did not occur often and are hard to track automatically, we removed the obvious ones, but perhaps kept others.
c) Maximum audio file length: We removed recordings with long duration because longer audio files had audio content that was not described by the tags. We computed the distribution of the duration for each pair and removed the outliers in the distribution based on Tukey's range test 1 . We defined outliers as values larger than the third quartile of the distribution plus 1.5 times the Interquartile Range (IQR), and formally: outlier > Q3 + 1.5 * IQR. The average length was around 20 seconds, but pairs related to field-recordings had some files longer than 900 seconds (15 minutes), which were also discarded.
d) Minimum number of files per pair: We discarded pairs with less than 20 files. because such low count was an indicator of rare pairs, which might not be worth exploring in this work. The minimum number is consistent with other available datasets [36] , [8] .
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tukey%27s range test e) Maximum number of audio files per user: For some pairs there were users who dominated the contribution of audio recordings. Users tend to use similar recording devices and conditions causing a data bias. As a consequence, machine learning-based algorithms for sound recognition can learn these biases instead of the audio content as demonstrated in [37] . Therefore, we reduced the influence of a user by allowing a maximum of 25% of recordings per pair.
f) Implausible pairs: manual inspection and plausibility score: Manual inspection was used to catch salient implausible pairs and was complemented with a data-driven metric to determine the degree of plausibility. Both approaches were responsible of discarding 12% of the ANPs 51% of VNPs as shown in Figure 3 and some examples are in Table I .
We manually inspected the audio concept pairs and discarded those which were implausible and could not be associated to an acoustic semantic meaning. For example, some ANPs derived from Plutchiks Wheel of emotion, such as slow fear, a sound that is arguably impossible to reproduce. This problem was also faced in the Visual Sentiment Ontology (VSO) [24] and pairs were discarded, such as fresh food or favorite book. Other examples of implausible pairs are walking winter and singing park, where nouns define a time and place, but turned implausible because of the verb. Some implausible nouns like future or design represented abstract meanings and were hardly connected to consistent sounds. An interesting pair also discarded was talking bird, which appeared to be semantically wrong, but possible. A closer look into the corresponding audio files revealed recordings of a bird talking, a parrot perhaps, but these recordings were rare and the majority of the recordings contained talking people with bird sounds in the background.
The plausibility score was designed to favor diversity of users, number of files and uniqueness of files for the given pair. For example, the manually discarded pair singing park was selected because a park cannot sing. This pair might have emerged because files were tagged with different words such as singing, walking, relaxing, park, bird and people. Although the pair singing park occurred in several audio files, it never occurred together in any other recording and was rather always together with other pairs such as singing bird and walking people and relaxing park. Hence, these kind of pairs yielded a low plausibility score. Formally the score is defined as following:
where n cp is the total number of files belonging to a concept pair cp. Then, u cp is the number of unique users that uploaded files for a concept pair cp and f cp is the number of files that are unique to a concept pair cp. A file is unique to a concept pair if it is not tagged with any other concept pair in the existing set. The division by 2 is necessary because for a perfectly plausible concept pair the numerator becomes 1 + 1 and so the division by two will keep the metric in the range between 0 (least plausible) and 1 (most plausible). We observed that rare pairs such as the ones described in the previous paragraphs obtained a score lower than 0.2. Fig. 3 . The charts show the number of plausible and implausible pairs after using both methods, manual inspection and plausibility score. In contrast to adjectives, verbs have more restrictions in how they can be combined with nouns to convey plausible meaning. 
D. Finalized AudioPairBank
The refined corpus is one of the largest available datasets for sounds and the only one with adjective-noun and verb-noun labels. The ANPs and VNPs are weak labels based on the collaborative repository in freesound.org. The main statistics of the corpus are included in Table II . AudioPairBank consists of 761 ANPs and 362 VNPs for a total of 1,123 pairs. One or more pairs can correspond to the same audio file. The number of shared-unique audio files are 58,626-16,335 for ANPs and 38,174-20,279 for VNPs for a total of 96,800-33,241 files. The average number of unique file are 21 for ANPs and 56 for VNPs. The number of unique nouns is 1187, unique verbs is 39 and unique adjectives is 75. The influence of a user per pair was set to a maximum of 25% contribution of files. Note that the total number of unique files and users does not correspond to the sum of the previous rows because some files are repeated in both categories. Regarding the length, ANPs had a larger file duration than VNPs with almost twice the length. The last column shows the total disk space of the audio files in WAV format.
III. ANALYSIS OF AUDIOPAIRBANK
We performed an analysis on different aspects of ANPs and VNPs, such as co-occurrences of adjective, verb, nouns, also duration of audio recordings, number of audio files, number of tags, and number of users.
A. Number of audio files per ANP and VNP
The distribution of the number files per pair for ANPs and VNPs shows that some pairs are more common than others. This information is useful because it gives us an intuition of which pairs are more common for users on the web. Figure 4 shows a decreasing distribution with a long tail trimmed due to space limitations. ANPs show a smoother decrement, which translates to a more uniform number of files per concept pair.
B. Number of users per ANP and VNP
We looked at how many different users contributed to the pairs, which is illustrated in Figure 5 . This gives an intuition about the diversity of users per concept pair. As expected, some pairs had more contributors than others. Moreover, Figure 6 helps to visualize how the files per pair are distributed among users.
We also observed that most users commonly employed a small set of tags with high frequency. The most frequent tags across users are shown in Table III . Rarely occurring tags often come from single users. 
C. Duration of ANPs and VNPs audio files
Adjectives, in some cases, hint the duration of the recording. For example on average, audio containing calm, rural, peaceful and quiet had longer durations (more than five minutes) than those tagged with accelerating or rushing (less than two minutes).
Verbs describe actions and hence we expected the duration of the audio recordings of VNPs to correspond to the approximate length of the described action. However, even if most actions lasted between one to five seconds, the median duration of VNP audio files was around 10 seconds. This may happen because the action described by the verb tend to occur more than once, or because other actions take place within the recording.
Nouns have more length variability that depends on what it is describing. Locations, environments and field recordings are associated to longer durations, such as city, market, beach or rain, while objects are associated to shorter durations, such as cup or door.
D. Correlation between the number of tags and the length of the ANPs and VNPs audio files
We looked at the correlation between the number of tags and the length of the file corresponding to a pair, because we (a) ANPs with at least 400 files (b) VNPs with at least 400 files expected that more tags will translate into longer duration. However, we found a weak to almost no correlation between both, as illustrated in Figure 7 . We validated our observations by computing Spearmans rank correlation coefficient (SRCC), which is a non-parametric measure of statistical dependence between two variables. An SRCC value close to zero in combination with a very small p-value indicates no correlation in the data. In our case, the SRCC value for ANPs is 0.073 with a p-value of 5.358e-97, and for VNPs is 0.0149 with a p-value of 6.31e-05. Nevertheless, the number of tags together with the duration of the audio file suggested a distinction between acoustic scenes/soundscapes and sounds.
E. Co-occurrences of tags in ANPs and VNPs audio files
In order to understand the context in which concept pairs occur, we analyzed the co-occurrences of the accompanying adjectives, nouns and verbs tags within the audio file.
Some adjectives occur more frequently than others, such as loud, heavy, scary and noisy in contrast to exotic. Adjectives that occur frequently tend to describe nouns that are commonly locations: landscape, coast or nature. As expected, we found almost no tags using colors as adjectives. An interesting cooccurrence of adjectives was when they had opposite meaning such as slow and fast or peaceful and loud. After manual inspection of audio files we concluded that this was an indicator of changes in the audio content throughout the recording, specially when the noun was shared. For example, a recording had two pairs, slow train and fast train, which had a train passing slowly and then followed by another one passing at high-speed.
Verbs tend to occur less frequently than adjectives and with a more restricted set of nouns, for instance, flying occurs mainly with airplane, engine, bird, and helicopter. In a similar manner, almost the same verbs occur with human-related nouns such as baby, child, man and woman. One pattern observed for verbs is that they may describe and complement another verb. For example, open and close co-occur with squeaking and banging, all with the noun door. These combinations specify how the door was opened or closed. Similar to adjectives-adjectives, verbs could be an indicator of changes in the audio content throughout the recording, such as singing and clapping described a music concert. Nouns were more helpful to provide context and clarify the sound source. An example of context are thunder, rain and wind, which described the acoustics of a storm, also frogs and insects and water described the acoustics of a Savannah. Moreover, users sometimes included the location such as Florida or the time such as day and night or the season such as spring. An example of sound source is when the sound of an engine happened with car or train or airplane or ship, and thus we knew the specific source of the engine sound. It is important to mention the noun noise, which cooccurs very frequently with other tags, sometimes indicates an unintelligible sound, but was more commonly employed to define sounds happening in the background which were unrelated to the target sound.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR BENCHMARK COMPUTATION OF AUDIOPAIRBANK
The previous sections described the challenges of collecting acoustic pairs, such as weak labeling from folksonomies. However, we also refined our pairs expecting to find consistency between the acoustics and the labels describing the actions (verbs) and properties (adjectives) of the sounds. Therefore, in this section we describe the setup of the two main experiments on the audio of the Adjective-Noun Pairs and Verb-Noun Pairs contained in AudioSentibank. First, the input audio was standardized into the same format and passed through a feature extraction step. Next, the extracted features were passed through a system for detection (or binary classification) and multi-class classification.
The audio files from the dataset needed to be standardized into the same format. We chose WAV format, sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, encoding PCM 16 bits and one channel. These parameters were already dominant in the corpus and are also common in the available datasets. Moreover, audio files have variable length and thus, each file was trimmed into four second segments with a 50% overlap. These two parameters yielded the best sound event detection results among different values [38] , [14] . The AudioSentibank corpus has three partitions, Training, Cross Validation (CV) and Testing with a ratio of 40%-30%-30%.
For each audio, we extracted Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) features because they provide a competitive baseline performance. We used the toolbox Yaafe [39] to compute MFCCs with 13 and 20 coefficients and appended their first and second derivatives to include the dynamic information. The window size was 25 ms every 10ms.
Detection allows the classifier to decide whether a pair-class is present or not. We used a one-vs-all setup using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [40] classifier. We trained one SVM per each AN and VN pair using 100 segments corresponding to the positive (target) pair-class and 200 corresponding to a negative (not-the-target) pair-class. The 100 segments were randomly selected from the pool of the positive pair-class. This number corresponds to the minimum number of segments per pair-class. The 200 segments were randomly selected from the pool of other classes avoiding repeated files. The SVM had a linear kernel and using the CV set we tuned the soft margin parameter C with the following values: 5.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.01, with 5 yielding the best results.
Multi-class classification has to discern between multiple pair-classes and forces every input audio to belong to one of the trained pair-classes and we employed two different algorithms. First, we used a multi-class Random Forest (RF) [40] classifier used to compute baseline performance in [36] , [9] . RFs are an ensemble learning method that operates by creating multiple decision trees at training time. Then, at testing time each tree votes to predict a class minimizing over fitting. We trained two RFs, one for all the VNPs and one for all the ANPs using 100 segments corresponding to each class. The 100 segments were randomly selected from the pool of positive segments. The two RFs were tuned using the CV set to find the number of trees, we tried 5, 10, 20, 50 (a) Number of tags vs duration of files corresponding to ANPs and 100, where 100 yielded the best results. Using more than 100 trees surpassed the capabilities of our computing resources. Second, we trained a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which is the foundation of state of the art sound classification. In [36] , the log-mel spectrogram of each sound event recording is treated as an image and passed to the CNNs. We employed the same architecture. The first convolutional ReLU layer consisted of 80 filters of rectangular shape (57x6 size, 1x1 stride) allowing for slight frequency invariance. Max pooling was applied with a pool shape of 4x3 an stride of 1x3. A second convolutional ReLU layer consisted of 80 filters (1x3 size, 1x1 stride) with max pooling (1x3 pool size, 1x3 pool slide). Further processing was applied through two fully connected hidden layers of 5000 neurons with ReLU non-linearity. The final output is a softmax layer. Training was performed using Keras implementation of mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with shuffled sequential batches (batch size 1000) and a nestrov momentum of 0.9. We used L2 weight decay of 0.001 for each layer and dropout probability of 0.5 for all layers.
To evaluate detection performance we computed accuracy, fscore and AUC and for multi-class classification we computed accuracy.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present and analyze the results of the two main experiments, detection and multi-class classification. Within these experiments we discuss the consistency between the pairs and the sounds. As well as the best and worst performing pairs, the most confusable pairs and performance of pairs based on shared adjectives, verbs or nouns.
The overall detection performance of ANPs and VNPs was better than expected. As a reference, similar experiments with AudioSet [41] had comparable performance (AUC 85%). AudioSet has 485 sound classes and did not deal with the subjectivity treated in this paper. The performance for both types of pairs, ANs and VNs, is shown in Table IV with the following results: accuracy of 69% and 71%, f-score of 51%, and 53% and AUC of 70% and 72%, respectively. The detection results correspond to the extracted audio features of 13 MFCCs, while 20 MFCCs were not included because they did not provide a performance gain. One explanation why VNPs performed better is because verbs tend to be less subjective or more neutral than adjectives [42] . This means that the acoustic characteristics may be more distinguishable for classifiers as it is for humans. For example, people might argue about what would be the sound of a beautiful car, but not so much about the sound of a passing car.
We show the best and worst performing ANPs and VNPs in Table V . The best detected ANPs had over 93% accuracy and corresponded to distinguishable sounds of phone numbers being pressed or phones' tones, such as industrial phone, echoing phone and weird cell. On the contrary, noisy glitch and extreme noise had accuracy around 1% and corresponded to pairs with adjectives that described a generic meaning rather than specific. The best detected VNPs were howling dog, howling wolf, crying insects and howling animal with accuracy greater than 94%. These sounds tend to have almost no overlapping audio. On the contrary, splashing water, crackling footsteps, splashing river, gurgling water and breaking snow had accuracy around 2%. These wide-band, backgroundnoise-like continuous sounds are hard to classify. A similar problematic arose in [14] with sounds such as air conditioning and engine idling. Additionally, pairs corresponding to long duration recordings, commonly related to environmental sounds and field recordings, tend to have lower performances.
We looked at the overall performance of pairs sharing a common adjective, verb or noun to estimate how well we could detect them. The adjective with the highest accuracy, 71%, corresponded to industrial, which commonly paired with nouns such as hands, phone and metal. On the other hand, the verb with the highest accuracy, 73%, corresponded to singing, which commonly paired with choir, crowd, man, child and woman. Nouns such as alert, phone and guitar performed well for different adjectives and verbs because they have a specific timbre.
The overall multi-class classification of ANPs and VNPs yielded good performance. The accuracies shown in Table VI are respectively for RF and CNN, 1.6% and 2.1% for ANPs and 4.5% and 7.4% for VNPs. While the multi-class performance is lower than the detection experiments, it is still higher than random performance, which corresponds to 0.13% for ANPs and 0.27% for VNPs. As supported in the literature [36] , the CNN outperformed the RF algorithm. Similar to the detection case, the RF numbers correspond to audio features of 13 MFCCs. The performance difference between ANPs and VNPs may be explained because there are more than twice number of ANPs than there are VNPs, which makes the classification task harder for ANPs because the classifier has to discern between more pair-classes.
Moreover, an issue with multi-class setup is that some audio files corresponded to more than one pair label. When a classifier is trained sharing one or more audio files for one or more classes, it struggles to define a decision boundary to separate the classes. A solution could be to add more (different) training audio files, which could ameliorate the problem by aiding the classifier to generalize the class boundaries. Nevertheless, this is an issue that has to be further explored because it is expected that sounds can be labeled with more than one adjective, verb or noun.
The multi-class setup also allowed us to observe pairs that were commonly confused by their acoustic characteristics as shown in Table VII . The confusion matrix is not included here for lack of space, but in general, the confusions look conceptually reasonable for both types of pairs. For the ANPs, confusions happened when ANPs shared the same adjective and when pairs shared similar contexts expressed by the noun, such as in extreme rain and heavy thunder. A similar case was observed with VNPs, where the confusions happened when the verb and the noun expressed similar meanings, such as splashing lake and walking river.
These experiments and results evidence a degree of consistency between tag-pairs and the sounds associated to them, despite of the setup limitations and assumptions. In this work, we take a first step towards exploiting tag-pair-based actions and properties of sounds automatically from a large-scale repository. We point out some of the challenges, which have not been published to the best of our knowledge, and could be of great use for research if we want to take advantage of the massive amounts of web audio and video recordings. Other lexical combinations could be explored, such as other verb conjugations and adverbs to add meaning to a given action. Also, sequences of lexical combinations may help describe the order actions take place in a specific scene or describe the properties of the acoustic scene. Reliable recognition of the acoustic nuances can benefit several applications. For example, VNPs can support violent detection in image processing [43] . In another example, ANPs could be use for opinion mining to determine the quality of urban soundscapes [44] . Similarly, ANPs could also be combined with the image-based ANPs [25] for sentiment analysis of videos. Hence, we encourage further exploration of the nuances as audio-only recordings and as a complement of similar research on images and text in multimedia analysis.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In previous years, sound recognition has been used to identify sounds also called audio concepts. However, sounds have nuances that may be better described by adjective-noun pairs such as breaking glass, and verb-noun pairs such as calm waves. Datasets with these types of labels are unavailable. In this work we provide an investigation about the relation between audio content and weak labels corresponding to Adjective-Noun Pairs and Verb-Noun Pairs. For this study, we collected, processed and made available, AudioPairBank, a large-scale corpus consisting of 761 ANPs and 362 VNPs corresponding to over 33,000 audio files. Using this dataset, we evaluated classification performance of audio recordings and the results supported a degree of consistency between tagpairs and sounds. We provided a benchmark better than random performance, regardless of complications such as using weak labels and the tagging assumptions from a collaborative repository. We expect to guide researchers on several fronts. One is to provide direction on which pairs to consider for manual annotations and to encourage the exploration of more lexical combinations of sounds. Another front is to further research that analyze sentiment, affect and opinion mining in audio. Lastly, is to show the extent in which audio pairs could be used to complement similar pairs with other modalities.
